
Materials

Pillow Core Polyurethane (Memory Foam)

Pillowcase Polyester

Inner Cover Polyester

Easy Care

Pillowcase Wash Instructions

Pillow Core

The memory foam cannot be washed. It is sealed in the inner cover for its protection.

• Never put into direct sunlight

• Never wash the foam core

***washing will cause pillow deformation and ruin the memory foam.

WELCOME TO THE ZENBLOK FAMILY
Luxury Contour Memory Foam Pillow User Tips
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Max wash 60ºF- 90ºFDo not ironDo not dry cleanDo not bleach



UNPACKING & EASY CARE INSTRUCTIONS
HOW TO OPEN AND ENJOY YOUR NEW ZENBLOK

1. Open Plastic

3. Allow 10-20 minutes 
for the memory foam

 to take shape

2. Unroll the Pillow

4. Choose your sleep
 position, sink in, 

and doze off

Please note: Allow your body to adjust to your new 
ergonomic pillow. Everyone is different; knowing your 

desired sleep position usually takes 1-2 weeks.

Helpful Tips to Enjoy Your New Pillow

Opening the plastic – Your new pillow arrives wrapped up in a tube. The compression 
helps with shipping and protection from humidity and cold while sealing the pillow 
for transport. It is common for our factory to compress foam before shipping. Please 
open the plastic carefully to avoid any damage to the pillow or pillowcase. The pillow 
will take full density and shape depending on climate and altitude this can take a few 
minutes or a few hours. Usually after 24 hours your pillow is full shape and density 
firmness.

Polyurethane – Our memory foam pillows use only the highest quality memory foam. 
There might be a slight odor upon opening. Sleep peacefully as this leftover odor is 
not harmful. This sometimes happens since the pillow is sealed and packaged after 
forming it to protect the materials inside. If you are sensitive to the smell open the 
zipper and air out the pillow up to 1-3 days.

Please note – This product is not a medical product. If you are using this for 
rehabilitation, please consult a medical doctor for medical advice.

Contact

www.ZenBlok.com
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